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1 Introduction
Nationally, groups and gangs are operating around a business model that is
responding to an expanding class A drug market (their customers) by
supplying drugs via a workforce of vulnerable children and adults (colloquially
known as county lines and more recently blurred lines). Different groups from
a variety of areas are competing for the same drug markets and this
competition, along with the use of violence to control and intimidate the
workforce has led to rising levels of violence and exploitation across the
country.
County lines and gang violence should be understood and placed into a group
of exploitative crime types like child sexual abuse and modern slavery. This is a
relatively new paradigm of serious crime, whereby groups of offenders (usually
men), exploit vulnerable children and adults physically, sexually and
financially. Sometimes it looks like CSE, sometimes like modern slavery, knife
crime and sometimes like county lines. This can be labelled as criminal
exploitation, and there is almost always a link and cross over between these
crime types and it makes no sense to look at them and attempt to tackle them
in silos.
This offending, which tends to take place in the private sphere and is therefore
not always visible to the public, has almost certainly replaced transit robbery
and other more traditional forms of organised crime as the main type of
serious offending in the UK. It is not by chance that the key characteristic of
county lines is the exploitation of a vulnerability – this is not straight forward
drug dealing. This is a business model.
During our national work we have heard concerns from a variety of areas
regarding the potential involvement of gangs within universities and higher
education establishments. These concerns have included gang members
enrolling as students in order to infiltrate campus, reports of violence and
cuckooing, and gangs using students to carry drug and run drug lines (as they
would looked after children etc).
This development would make perfect sense from a gang’s point of view,
given that students can go missing for days without necessarily being
reported, students usually always need money and finally they are adults and

not subject to the type of scrutiny that looked after and vulnerable children are
now receiving from social care agencies. There is also the matter of campuses
being potentially large markets for selling drugs.
The VVU, supported by the Home Office have used locality reviews to talk to
a range of practitioners about how they think gangs and groups are operating
and exploiting young people and vulnerable adults. This qualitative
information, when triangulated across a number of interviews and linked with
relevant quantitative data sets can show a richer picture of how gangs and
groups work and help us to tackle them more effectively. It can also help us to
identify and protect vulnerable people.
We believe that this process could also be used to help uncover gang activity
across universities and higher education facilities, by talking to practitioner on
and around campus, and also students themselves. This would appear to be
first and foremost a safeguarding issue, and we would approach the work as
such. The reports would be the property of the university commissioning the
report and would only be shared with the Home Office. How it is disseminated
locally would be entirely down to the university.

2 Purpose of the Locality Review
The LR is a one-day process for local areas as part of the Home Office national
Serious Violence Strategy to tackle gangs and serious youth violence. It works
as a broad-brush set of interviews and focus groups with front-line
practitioners to gather information, knowledge and perception whilst building
a qualitative picture of the key issues and drivers around county lines, gangs,
youth violence and vulnerability. It is a rapid evidential assessment process
that focuses on violence and vulnerability. It should –
•

Enable rapid assessment of issues around gang
activity, serious youth violence and victimisation
through drawing upon the experiences of
practitioners and staff on campus

•

Test the prevalence of issues identified through
cross-referencing opinions/perception from
interviewees/groups and relevant quantitative data

We have carried out over 12o reviews all around the country over the last 5
years, and usually we interview a range of practitioners from numerous
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agencies during the course of the day. We would envisage a campus review
interviewing security staff, student welfare leads, Prevent leads,
accommodation staff and safeguarding leads, as well as local police and any
other groups, including lecturers and students themselves if possible.
It is crucial to understand that this is not a review of any single department’s
role, but a process that seeks to identify what local practitioners know or
believe about vulnerability at an operational level, and to help understand how
departments are working together on campus with each other and external
agencies such as the police.
The outcome will be a report that summarises all of the interviews that have
taken place, with an overview of the general findings along with a series of
recommendations.

3. Other support offers include:
Operational Support Days:
The team can focus on a specific issue at site such as knife crime, exploitation,
vulnerability, safety in the night time economy, action planning support, and
workshops on a range of themes both for staff, security personnel and
students
On line training:
One of the key components of assessing campus sites for threats and activity
related to exploitation and ‘county lines’ is to ensure that the workforce across
all the sites, have an awareness of gang related issues and know what to look
for. Our experience has shown that it is frontline workers such as security and
other auxiliary staff, who are best placed to identify theses early signs.
To assist with this, the Team has created an on- line training course for all
frontline workers, designed to provide basic information about county lines
and exploitation to those who may come across it in their everyday work.
The course is competency based and will take each candidate about an hour to
complete and contains information materials about exploitation and asks
candidates to apply their learning via a set of scenarios to gauge how much
they have understood.
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We have set a pass mark of 80% and once completed to the required standard,
each candidate is issued with a certificate. Candidates are allowed as many
attempts as they like which takes the pressure off of getting it right first time.
There is an after sales service which provides managers with information
about who has attempted the course how many times, how many have passed
etc. If you want to see the course in action, we are happy to set up sample
accounts in order for you to see what it entails.
As part of the Review process, 50 free licenses are allocated for each site with
an option to buy additional ones if required.
________________
For further information or discussion please contact:
Mick McNally Mick.McNally@Justice.gov.uk
or visit http://vvu-online.com
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